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Abstract

This paper gives a basic background to the Coalition Theatre Logistics (CTL) Advanced Concept Technology Demonstration (ACTD) program and details the proposed information sharing architecture to be used therein. Outlined are the main components of the CTL architecture and how each component interacts with the others. Although the architecture outlined in this document has been developed specifically for the logistics space, it could also be adapted for use within other distributed information sharing projects. The architecture addresses issues with releasing data into coalition environments, transferring and transforming data between national environments and providing coalition planning and information services.
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Executive Summary

Many issues arise when transferring data within coalition environments containing multiple nations. These include:

- Data formats
- Data release
- Legacy applications
- Coalition applications
- Coalition data requirements
- Application and data ownership

CTL ACTD aims to develop a prototype system that solves these issues. First a coalition environment needs to be created by using coalition networks. This creates two environments, the national space and the Coalition Information Environment (CIE). Between these two environments a security gateway and release mechanism stops unsolicited data moving from the national system into the coalition environment without being released by a foreign disclosure officer. The security gateway also stops any malicious entities on the coalition network from accessing the national network. Once the data is within the coalition space it must be managed and transferred to the required user. To facilitate data management and application access within the coalition space a number of components have been identified:

- National Release Point (NRP) (including national application server)
- Information Manager
- Coalition Application Server
- Coalition Data Schema
- Coalition Information Database (CID)
- File System
- Coalition Portal Server

Each NRP is owned and maintained by its deploying nation and provides a gateway between the national and coalition environments. Here data being imported to or exported from the national domain is transformed between the national and coalition data formats. The NRP also contains an application server allowing nations to provide applications and services that can be used in the coalition environment but that have not yet become an agreed coalition tool. Agreed coalition tools are stored and run from within the coalition application...
server. Data within the CIE can be stored either within the national NRPs or within the CID. The Information Manager controls the distributed data within the CIE. All communication within the CIE is handled with platform-neutral Web Services. Applications within the CIE are accessed via the Coalition Portal Server using Internet-based technologies.

The architecture outlined in this document can support applications developed in either Microsoft’s .NET or Java J2EE (Java 2 Enterprise Edition). As it uses open standards for communicating and developing applications the end solution is not tied to any particular vendor implementation, allowing for flexibility for the implementing nation.

Outlined in the latter part of this document are five case studies discussing how the architecture operates within different scenarios. These define the accepted scenarios to use this architecture for sharing and accessing of coalition data.

The architecture is very flexible in its application. It is postulated that it could be used for multiple purposes where coalitions require sharing of information, albeit that it was initially designed for logistics operations. CTL ACTD is implementing this architecture gradually over the next couple of years, producing a number of demonstrations of varying capability and completeness.
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Acronyms

.NET  Microsoft’s “dot” NET platform
ACTD  Advanced Concept Technology Demonstrator
Air gap  A physical break in the network where information is transferred by physical transfer on removable media
AO  Area of Operations
C2  Command and Control
CIE  Coalition Information Environment
CID  Coalition Information Database
CTL  Coalition Theatre Logistics
DSTO  Defence Science and Technology Organisation
J2EE  Java 2 Enterprise Edition
JWID  Joint Warrior Interoperability Demonstration
LM  Lockheed Martin
MHE  Mechanised Handling Equipment
NRP  National Release Point
WebDAV  Web-based Distributed Authoring and Versioning
1. CTL Background

The CTL-ACTD (Coalition Theatre Logistics – Advanced Concept Technology Demonstration) initiative is designed to enhance combat service support to coalition forces by providing operational and logistic staff with access to timely, integrated and accurate logistic information – in short, to provide logistics situation awareness. This will facilitate the following:

- Enhanced theatre engagement opportunities.
- Multi-national collaborative logistics analysis capability.
- Improved deployment capability of coalition forces.
- Efficient force sustainment, exploiting cross-coalition synergies.
- Detailed monitoring for execution of logistics operations against plans, allowing “management by exception”.
- Rapid logistics re-planning (reacting to significant variations in demand, deviations from projected support and interruptions to supply chains).
- Improved logistics C2 (Command and Control) interoperability and coalition-wide logistics situation awareness.

The CTL ACTD Requirements Study (Jan–Apr 2001) identified gaps in Australia’s coalition logistics information and decision-making capabilities whose rectification was of highest priority (balancing urgency against achievability). This study complemented a parallel study carried out by US PACOM J41. The US/AS agreed requirements (as subsequently amplified) are:

**CTL Requirement 1**: Determine the total lift requirement for the coalition forces. Develop multinational movement plans that use assigned strategic lift assets to deploy coalition forces into theatre, phased such that personnel are operational on entry to theatre (necessary equipment and services available on arrival). Track in-transit strategic lift assets from the National Support Area to the AO (Area of Operations) and identify the primary characteristics and destinations of the on-board personnel, forces and cargo.

**CTL Requirement 2**: Provide visibility (location and status) of materiel and personnel while in transit, via military transport and/or commercial carriers, from the National Support Area to the AO and within the AO to the coalition logistics release point. Include tracking of progress of orders and ability to search greater amounts of detail.

**CTL Requirement 3**: Provide the best available infrastructure information on ports, airfields, rail yards, staging and assembly areas and ground lines of transportation to deploy and sustain forces and equipment. Infrastructure data is to include details of MHE (Mechanised Handling Equipment) and refuelling abilities. A method of achieving this being pursued by DSTO (Defence Science and Technology Organisation) is the bringing of relevant data from disparate sources to a suitable common view using web-portal technologies.
2. Architecture Background

In 2001 the CTL ACTD project started with the aim to integrate Australian logistics systems with the US logistics systems. The first trial of this was to be demonstrated in September 2001 although the demonstration was postponed due to uncontrollable circumstances associated with September 11. The trial was eventually conducted during JWID 2002 (Joint Warrior Interoperability Demonstration). The tool suite used in JWID was comprised mainly of US tools with minor alterations to support integration into the JWID environment and scenario. Although the JWID demonstration went well, it featured only a limited capability for transferring coalition data due in part to limited Australian participation. JWID did however provide a good forum to expose the concepts and ideas of CTL to a wider audience and provided valuable experience. Before the JWID demonstration even started, work had begun on the new CTL architecture. The new architecture has been developed to solve the issues of differing data formats, provide processes and interfaces for transmission of data, and create an overall environment into which tools and services could be plugged. Work on this architecture was conducted jointly between DSTO (Defence Science and Technology Organisation) Australia and Lockheed Martin (LM) in the US. The CTL Technical workshop held in Canberra, Australia in June 2002 was the pivotal meeting where both the US and Australian technical teams agreed on the new CTL architecture that is outlined in this document.
3. Architecture Overview

From work conducted by DSTO and LM the architecture depicted in Figure 1 below was developed.

![Figure 1 - CTL Architecture](image)

The primary difference between the architecture depicted above and previous architectures used within CTL is that it was developed from the ground up to support legacy applications and sharing of data over coalition networks. The basic principle behind its design is to support any nation no matter what type of national systems they use to exchange logistics information with other coalition nations. The main driver behind the architecture is development of a common ontology\(^1\) for logistics data, to be used as the standard data structure for moving data within the Coalition Information Environment (CIE) over coalition networks.

The main components illustrated in the diagram above are the application servers, Information Manager, National Release Point (NRP) servers, File System and the Coalition Information Database (CID).

---

\(^1\) An ontology is a description (like a formal specification of a program) of concepts and relationships. For CTL ACTD the common ontology is based on development of XML Schemas that define a common language understood by all CTL members.
More detail about the architecture is depicted in Figure 2 above. This second diagram shows the Information Manager and NRP in more detail. As shown the Information Manager contains two components, the Data Registry and the Application Data Service. The Information Manager is described in more detail later. Figure 2 also clearly depicts two coalition databases, the CID and the NRP database; both are discussed in the following sections.

3.1 National and Coalition Domains

The CTL architecture has been split into two areas, the national domain (potentially one for each nation in the coalition) and the coalition domain (also known as the CIE). The national domain contains the national logistics systems and data sources. The data contained within this domain will most likely be stored in national formats. Data to be pushed into the coalition domain will have to be cleared for release (following national security release policies and procedures) and then moved into the coalition domain via the data guards that are depicted in red within the release gateway on Figure 2. These guards stop or limit any malicious entities within the coalition domain from accessing data stored in the national domain. After moving through the guard the data is then stored within the NRP or pushed through the NRP and stored in the CID.

The policies and procedures for releasing data from the national domain into the coalition domain are each nation’s responsibility, as they will need to be accredited by their individual national security authority. For the current version of CTL, data that is released into the coalition domain is assumed to be released to all coalition nations, although the releasing nation may place restrictions on access capabilities to the data. The purpose of the release gateway is to stop items from being released into the coalition domain that are not deemed releasable. For example a document that can only be handled by Australians would not be released to other coalition nations and therefore would not be released into the coalition domain. Near-term versions of
the release gateway will most likely be very labour-intensive and involve an individual manually checking data to determine if it’s allowed to be released into the coalition. In the future it is planned to automate this process (at least partly) by providing contracts for types of data that are allowed for release and then automatically pushing this type of data through the release gateway without human interaction.

When data is transferred from the national domain into the coalition domain the data must be converted from its original national data format into the coalition data format. This can be done on either the national domain side of the guards as shown in the diagrams above or after the data has been pushed through the guards and is within the coalition domain but before it has been released or exposed to other coalition nations (or both as appropriate). It is up to the nation releasing data into the coalition to determine at what point the data is converted, as long as it is converted before being transferred from the NRP to the coalition server or another nation’s NRP. This process must be performed in reverse when moving data out of the coalition domain back into the national domain, as the data will need to be in the national data formats to work correctly with the national tools and services.

It is expected that the systems contained within the national domain and within the NRP will be owned and maintained by each nation. The coalition server will be deployed and maintained by the coalition’s lead nation. Therefore a nation does not have to worry about the specific implementation details of other nations’ NRPs as long as they all adhere to the coalition standards for exposing data, applications and services contained within the NRP.

3.2 National Release Point (NRP)

Within the CIE there could be multiple NRPs, potentially one for every nation that is involved in the coalition. The purpose of the NRP is to contain all the nation’s data and tools so that they are still under national control. Within the NRP is the NRP database that contains the nation’s data that has been released to the coalition. It is expected information that is updated regularly could also be contained within this database; some examples of data to be stored within the NRP are:

- Infrastructure Information
- GIS Information
- In-Transit Visibility Information
- Force Contribution Details
- Local files

The information within the NRP database is then exposed to the coalition via the NRP web services that communicate with the application servers and Information Manager. The NRP serves as a gateway for all data coming out of the national systems. The NRP provides the capability to export data out of the CIE back into the national systems via the security guards. The exact configuration of the NRP is up to each nation; it is foreseen that some nations may configure their NRP considerably differently from others. This should not matter, as interoperability and access to the data will be available through the CIE, provided that the data definitions as agreed in the ontology and web services have been adhered to.
A key benefit of having the NRP is it allows each nation to have added control over releasing data to other nations within the coalition domain. The NRP also allows the nation to add its own applications and non-standard data into the coalition without affecting the overall coalition architecture. Although CTL ACTD is not providing rigorous access control, the use of NRPs could allow for the implementation of tighter security. It is possible that in the future some information could be released to the coalition and additional information only selectively released to other nations from the NRP. For example, information could be contained within the NRP that was only releasable to Australia and US but not UK. Although this is a potential for the future it is not being considered for the current version of CTL. The aim of this architecture is to support the current documented requirements and provide a framework for future concepts and ideas to be explored at a later stage with a minimum of redesign and re-engineering.

3.2.1 NRP Database
Each NRP database will contain national information for use by the NRP’s applications or to store national data that is being exposed to the coalition by the NRP’s web services or is in transit between the coalition domain and the national domain. The NRP database is under the control of the nation that owns the NRP server. The structure of the NRP database is not controlled by the coalition and will not affect the rest of the CIE as long as the NRP’s web services meet the coalition standards.

3.3 Coalition Server
Within the coalition domain is the coalition server, which contains all the standard applications and services that are available to all nations. It contains the required infrastructure to facilitate data transfer, notification and coalition storage within the CIE. The main components of the Coalition Server are the Web Portal Server, Information Manager, CID, Security Services and File System. Without these core services the CTL architecture will not function correctly.

3.3.1 Web Portal Server
The Web Portal Server’s purpose is to provide the presentation layer for coalition applications. Users access the portal server by using a web browser that displays each portal page. A portal page is comprised of multiple portlets, which are the presentation components of the applications contained within the application servers both on the NRPs and Coalition Server. The portal server enables the user to choose the layout and selection of portlets to be displayed in a portal page. This customisation allows a user to combine portlets from multiple applications and compare the outputs from the different applications. The portal server also has other personalisation features that allow applications to customise their data to users’ requirements.

When developing applications to exploit the full capabilities of the portal server, the application must be reduced into components that output HTML (and associated technologies). Each of these components is wrapped to create the portlets that are displayed within the portal page. It is possible to create multiple portlets for a particular application so that each portlet provides a different view on the data the application uses. The portal server provides a superior method for displaying web
based applications to users and is strongly recommended for use as the presentation medium for both NRP and Coalition server resident applications within the CIE.

3.3.2 Information Manager
The Information Manager is used to register data contained within either the NRP or the CID and services contained in the application servers. This registry allows coalition and national applications to find the location of data and services within the CIE. The registry is wrapped with an outer layer of functionality that incorporates CTL-specific business logic. For example the registry wrapper will send out notifications when new data is registered. Also contained within the Information Manager are a number of services and components to help maintain and move information around the CIE. One of these services is the Data Access Service that provides a logical layer above the data contained within the coalition.

There are two methods of using the Information Manager, either by using the registry and then accessing the data sources directly or by using the Data Access Service, which abstracts the finding and collating of data from the client. Using the Data Access Service may present performance issues within the architecture and therefore experiments will be conducted using both data access methods to compare the differences in speed and usability.

Accessing data via the Data Access Service allows for storage of complex queries within the Information Manager so that each application does not have to duplicate the same capability. Applications may additionally require execution of complex operations that are not available within the Data Access Service; these applications can query and access the data directly and execute their own operations on the data. Providing both data access methods allows for greater flexibility.

3.3.3 Application Servers

![Figure 3 – CTL Application Servers](image-url)
There are two types of application servers, one found within the coalition server and the other found in the NRPs (see Figure 3). The main purpose of the application servers is to contain the business logic needed to run the tools and services used within the CIE. For example, a coalition tool for developing, modifying, and viewing coalition movement plans would be stored and run from within the coalition server’s application server. The reason for the two types of application servers is that the coalition application server is used to store the accredited and agreed coalition applications, whereas the national application server stores applications, tools, and services that a nation has created and wishes to use within the CIE but which have not been accepted as agreed coalition tools or services. Tools that reside within both application servers and may be accessed by the coalition portal and communicate with the coalition data sources must support the standards and requirements for communicating with the portal server and coalition data sources. For more information about the core coalition application tool suite see Section 5.

For the initial implementation of CTL the coalition application server will be completed using BEA WebLogic, which is a J2EE (Java 2 Enterprise Edition) based application server. In addition, a secondary Microsoft .NET server is likely to be stood up to support applications that run within the .NET environment. The J2EE and .NET applications will communicate via the use of standard SOAP/Web Service messages. It is also expected that the coalition security services will need to interoperate with the .NET server and therefore hooks between J2EE and .NET to the security services will be provided.

The purpose of having distinct coalition and NRP application servers is so that a nation can provide its own capabilities to the coalition without having to go through the process of accrediting applications to become part of the core coalition tool suite.

3.3.4 Coalition Information Database (CID)

The Coalition Information Database (CID) is used to store data within the coalition that is not handled by the nation’s NRP. The CID can also be used to store national data for nations that do not have their own NRP, for example nations who do not have suitable national logistics systems. The CID also stores data that has been created within the coalition. Some example types of data to be stored within the CID are:

- National Movement Requests
- Coalition Movement Plans
- Coalition Application Data
- Coalition Sustainment Plans

The data structures used within the CID and to be used for data transmission are standard throughout the CIE and all coalition applications will understand this common data format. For example, a standard structure is being designed to store or transmit movement requests within the CIE. The CIE relies on the use of these standard data structures.

The first implementation of the CID will use an Oracle database, although it will be designed so that any of the usual relational databases could be used.
3.3.5 File System
Along with the CID the coalition server also contains a file server. The file server allows file-based information to be contained within the coalition and shared with other coalition users. For example Word documents and Excel spreadsheets could be stored and accessed on the coalition’s file server. It is planned for the file system to be accessed via WebDAV (Web-based Distributed Authoring and Versioning) interfaces so that all clients have a common access method. It is expected that all files stored within the file server will be linked with metadata that describes the files’ contents, authors’ details, and expected uses. Currently, details about the file system’s access method and how to associate the files with metadata have not been fully explored or developed.

3.4 Data Schemas and Communication Services
Throughout this document a set of data standards and communication methods is discussed but never defined. This is because the CTL architecture has been developed independent of the data representation and communication technologies. The initial implementation of CTL uses XML Data Schemas and Web Services to define and move information in the coalition information environment. Although these two technologies have been chosen, the CTL architecture allows for other concepts and technologies to be used. For instance, agent-based technology could be used to share information within the CIE.

As XML and Web Services are open standards developed by a worldwide user group and implemented by multiple vendors, they allow for greater interoperability within CTL. Definitions for CTL XML data schemas are outside the scope of this document. When the specifications are completed they will be delivered as supplements to this architecture overview as separate documentation.
4. Case Studies

To explain how the described architecture would function, five example case studies are explored:

1. Importing data from national logistics systems into the CIE.
2. Accessing infrastructure data from within the CIE.
3. Exporting data out of the coalition to be used in the national logistics systems.
4. Accessing coalition tools that adhere completely to the coalition tool requirements.
5. Accessing coalition tools that do not adhere to full coalition tool requirements.

4.1 Case Study 1

**Importing data from national logistics systems into the CIE using the NRP**

While using the CTL system there will be many cases when information that is stored within national systems will need to be released into the coalition domain to be transmitted to other coalition members or used as an information source for developing coalition plans or gaining logistical situational awareness. There are two methods of exporting data from a national system into the CIE. This first method is to push the data through the NRP straight into the CID and store the data within the coalition server (shown in Figure 4). The second method is to push the data into the CIE and store it within the NRP database to be accessed later via the NRP’s web services (shown in Figure 5).

![Figure 4 – Case Study 1 (Version 1)](image)

**Process Flow (Version 1 – see Figure 4):**

1. First the data is exported from the national system and transformed into the coalition data format. The data is then transferred through the security guard into the CIE where it is stored within the CIE database. (The transformation of the data can be conducted before or after going through the guard. It is up...
to the implementing nation to make this decision based on security or policy issues.) After the data has been translated, the coalition-formatted data is published using the web services to the CID.

2. The CID registers the new data that has been published with the data registry contained in the Information Manager so that other applications or services know where to find the information if required.

3. After registering the data, the Information Manager’s registry then informs all notification clients subscribed to this data type via the notification server.

Process Flow (Version 2 – see Figure 5):

1. The data is exported from the national system, transformed into the coalition data format, and transferred through the guard into the NRP within the CIE. (As above, the translation could also occur after passing through the guard.)

2. The import/export component within the NRP must then register the data contained within the NRP database with the Information Manager.

3. After registering the new data, the Information Manager’s registry sends out a notification message to all subscribed clients via the notification server.
4.2 Case Study 2

Accessing infrastructure data from within the CIE
This second case study identifies how data is accessed from a browser client situated within the CIE. This is the typical method to access the coalition and national (NRP-resident) tools and the data that these applications rely upon.

Process Flow (see Figure 6):
1. The user requests the portal page by using their Internet browser (e.g., Netscape or Internet Explorer). The portal page will contain a number of different tools/service portlets that may be contained on both the coalition and national application servers.
2. The portal then sends off requests for the portlets contained on the application servers (both coalition and national servers).
3. The application servers may then need access to data; there are two methods of retrieving this data.
   a. The application servers query the Information Manager’s Data Registry as to the location of required data. After the location of the data has been acquired then the data is accessed directly via web services.
   b. The application servers send a request for data to the Information Manager. The Information Manager then queries its own Data Registry to locate the data. After locating the data the Information Manager then requests the data on behalf of the application from its source, collates the data and sends the result back to the requesting application server.
4. This step is not shown on the diagram, but the application servers send their portlet (display) information with the included data back to the portal server and then back to the user’s browser.
4.3 Case Study 3

Exporting data out of the coalition to be used in national logistics systems

This case study describes how data is moved back out of the CIE into national logistics systems to be further processed and integrated. This type of scenario will support coalitions where one nation has a strong national system and can export coalition data to their national system to process and value-add. The resultant data could then be pushed back into the CIE for other nations to access or not as appropriate.

Process Flow (see Figure 7):

1. The import/export adapter within the National Release Point communicates with the Information Manager (either via the data registry or the Data Application Service) for the data required.
2. The adapter gets the data back either from the Information Manager or directly from the web services. Data can come from either the CID or NRP databases (including the requesting NRP’s database).
3. The data is then sent back out of the CIE through the guard into the national domain to be converted to national data formats and used within the national applications and services.
4.4 Case Study 4

Accessing coalition tools that adhere completely to coalition tool requirements

This case study gives an indication of what the user would see if they accessed tools within the coalition environment via the web portal interface. This particular example only shows tools that comply with the full coalition requirements for both presentation and coalition data manipulation. This does not mean that the tools being accessed within this case study must all be located on the coalition server, the tools could also be located on multiple NRPs. All tools within this case study will have to meet the full requirements imposed by the core coalition tool requirements. This will include requirements on how data is accessed and stored, the formats used for the data, and the method of presentation of its components.

![Figure 8 – Portal window containing 3 conforming applications (from both the NRP and Coalition Servers)](image)

In Figure 8 a mock-up example of a portal page is shown where the tools are displayed to the user in a web browser. On the page are a number of portlets that together create the whole portal page. Each of these portlets has been generated from the applications contained within the application servers, on both the NRPs and the coalition server. Each portlet is a component of the application’s interface. It is possible to combine multiple portlets from various applications onto the same portal page to create custom views. It is also possible for more than one portlet to be used by one application. By allowing the user to configure the portal pages, applications can be selected that are relevant to the user and the data that they show is filtered or customised to the user’s request. Summary pages from different applications on the same portal page can allow users to compare the outputs. As the coalition applications all operate from the same coalition data, if one application alters the underlying data all the applications will also be updated to create a common data view.
This scenario is the preferred method for developing and presenting applications. In so doing, applications must adhere to the presentation requirements to use the coalition portal server to render the application interfaces. If this does not occur then the situation as explained below in Case Study 5 occurs.

4.5 Case Study 5

Accessing coalition tools that do not adhere to full coalition tool requirements

This example is similar to Case Study 4 except that some of the applications being accessed do not fully meet coalition requirements for either data access or interface design. These types of non-conforming applications will most likely reside within the NRPs. Even though the application is operating from within the NRP this does not mean that the application is constrained in its ability to expose its full capability. The purpose of placing these non-conforming applications within the NRP is to allow them to still be accessible by the coalition without corrupting coalition databases or infrastructure with nation-specific data requirements or capabilities. NRP-resident applications can use and store data within the coalition databases. The data within the tool’s own NRP database can be in any format, therefore this storage method will support applications that do not meet the full coalition data requirements.

Figure 9 – Portal window containing 6 conforming and non-conforming applications (from both the NRP and Coalition Servers)

Figure 9 is very similar to the figure in Case Study 4 where the user accesses the coalition tools using a web browser and the coalition portal server. The difference is that this page also contains a number of applications that do not adhere to the coalition presentation requirements and therefore can only be shown as links. When the user clicks on these links the application will then load up in a separate window and operate as normal. These types of applications do not integrate well with other
coalition applications and can detract from the overall user experience. This method of access is provided for compatibility with applications that cannot or will not be adapted to conform to coalition application/service requirements. Non-conforming applications may still access coalition data as long as they adhere to coalition data service requirements while doing so. In this example, the coalition portal is used solely as a common place to find the applications; none of its additional capabilities are used.

As the aim of CTL is to integrate applications and tools, this method is discouraged; it does not provide the user with a seamless view of the applications. Having applications running in separate windows and using multiple user interface designs can be confusing, and increases learning times and detracts from usability. Therefore application developers are strongly encouraged to utilise the full capabilities of the portal server.
5. Coalition Applications (Policies and Procedures)

Within the CIE there are two types of application servers, one that resides within the coalition server and the other that resides within the NRP. NRP applications do not need to meet the full CIE requirements, but when accessing coalition data they must adhere to coalition data format and access standards. The applications contained in the coalition server are termed the core coalition applications. Proposed core coalition applications will have to go through an approval procedure. The types of checks an application must pass are:

- Work seamlessly with communication and data services
- Adhere to the coalition data formats and standards
- Integrate into the coalition portal framework
- Integrate with the coalition security services
- Must be available for all coalition nations

The full processes, procedures and criteria for approving an application as a member of the core coalition tool suite have not yet been completed. The concept though is that the developer of the application will put forward their product for scrutiny by the CTL Approval Board that will then judge if the application meets the requirements to become part of the core coalition tool suite. Members of the Board will include a member from the CTL project management and technical teams from each nation involved in the CTL program. Applications are also chosen based on the coalition’s needs, so it is therefore possible for an application to meet all the requirements to become a coalition application but if there is no need for the application it could still be rejected for inclusion to the coalition tool suite.

Applications that have already been accepted into the core coalition tool suite are not outside this approval process. As new applications are developed that supersede already accepted applications, the older core coalition application must be compared to the new application to determine which provides better capability to the coalition. Updates to existing core coalition applications must also be reviewed as the new functionality provided may supersede other tools. It is still possible though to have two tools providing similar capabilities.

The next few sections describe examples of the types of qualities and requirements that prospective applications must meet to become part of the core coalition tool suite.

5.1 Work seamlessly with communication and data services

Any application proposed to become part of the core coalition application tool suite must adhere to the communication standards used within the Coalition Information Environment. For example, the application must communicate with the Information Manager to retrieve data, either directly by finding the location from the registry and communicating directly to the data services via web services, or by using the Information Manager’s Data Access Service. The application must use the standard interfaces for these communications with coalition services.
5.2 Adhere to the coalition data formats and standards

The format of the data that the application creates and stores within the coalition data stores (CID or NRP databases and registered with the Information Manager) must adhere to the CTL coalition data formats. The application must also adhere to the standards for communicating with other services within the CIE so that all core coalition applications can interoperate with each other.

5.3 Integrate with the coalition portal framework

It is planned that most core coalition applications will be accessed via the coalition portal. Therefore the coalition applications must be able to provide their interface in a format that is digestible by the portal server. This normally entails the application providing a modular web-based interface to the client so that each module can be displayed within its own portlet. It is also possible for the application to contain a java applet type interface or to be a standalone application that runs within the coalition environment (for offline data input). It is preferred that all core coalition applications be accessed by using the coalition portal.

5.4 Integrate with the coalition security services

The proposed coalition application must integrate with the coalition security services to authenticate users and determine the allowed access levels to requested data. If an application does not conform to the full coalition security service requirements then it cannot be considered for integration as part of the core coalition tool suite. The application must adhere to the security rules when a client is accessing the application and when the application is requesting data.

5.5 Available to all coalition nations

The last major hurdle that the proposed application must pass is that access to the application must be available to all nations. This means that all nations must have access to the executable code so that they can create their own coalition server and implement their own instance of core coalition applications. The reasoning behind this requirement is that the coalition server will be the responsibility of the lead nation. Therefore all nations who have the potential of becoming a lead nation must be able to instantiate their own copy of the coalition server and the applications and services that it provides. This means that any applications that become core coalition applications must be available to all potential lead nations at reasonable cost and effort. It is not just a matter of all nations having access to the application for use, but they must also be capable of gaining licenses for the software. The actual policies and procedures for the handling of the core coalition applications still need to be developed by CTL policy staff.
6. Architecture Benefits

There are many benefits with this new version of the CTL architecture. The main points are its flexibility, extensibility and adaptability. As most communication within the Coalition environment is conducted using web services, it does not rely on a particular hardware platform to be used thus allowing each nation to implement their components of the architecture with whatever hardware platform they are familiar with, reducing the learning time and the need for retraining staff.

As the architecture is based around the use of open standards it is also possible for each nation to choose the type of software that they wish to use to implement core coalition applications. It is even possible to reduce costs by using open-source and free versions of software provided they adhere to the CTL standards.

The new architecture is adaptable to support future requirements, for example the use of stronger security within the NRPs so that nations can control what other nations are viewing. The use of standard data formats allows for each nation to convert their national data into the coalition formats, which helps other nations to convert from the coalition format back into their national format quickly and easily. The creation of standardised data formats also helps to organise and clarify the types of information that are required to be shared within coalition environments.

The new architecture provides a means to separate national coalition applications from core coalition applications. In addition it is recommended that an approval process is developed for adding core coalition applications. This allows nations to provide their own tools and place them within the coalition domain and to access coalition data without forcing all other nations to also use these tools or potentially corrupting coalition data.

Creating the new architecture has also forced the CTL team to take a step back and take a broad look at where CTL is heading and what is needed within the project. It has also allowed us to develop the data requirements so that they clearly reflect the needs of the coalition rather than of any one nation.
7. Architecture Disadvantages

The main disadvantage of the architecture is the need to develop a large amount of new infrastructure and messaging systems to support the extensible and adaptable nature of the architecture. There is also the need to alter applications to make them compatible with the coalition domain’s data and presentation requirements. These alterations may be considerable for applications on the coalition server but could be relatively minor for NRP-resident applications.

Another disadvantage is that web services security standards are still being developed and are in constant flux, but this is changing quickly as many large commercial companies are feeding resources into this area.

Additionally, when using the new architecture and its web-based infrastructure there are potential performance issues. Currently the performance of web services versus other technologies has not been fully explored. This is one driver behind development of the Data Application Service within the Information Manager (so applications have the choice of accessing the data directly themselves or using the Data Application Service). The Data Application Service itself could also be a potential bottleneck within the architecture if all data requests use this capability.

At this time, the above issues are only viewed as potential problems; much experimentation and testing is planned to fully explore the issues and optimise the system appropriately.
8. Conclusion

The new CTL architecture as outlined within this document provides some key features not present in the past CTL architecture or any other coalition architecture available to date. These include:

- Ability to have core coalition applications supported by additional national applications within the coalition environment.
- Standard use of data formats for exchange of coalition logistics data.
- Support for nations who do not have suitable C2 (Command and Control) infrastructure and applications.
- Provision of greater control for each nation as to how their data is handled and accessed from within the coalition environment.
- Support for both J2EE and .NET applications and services.
- A modular infrastructure that allows additional functionality to be plugged into the architecture.
- Design based around standards allowing each nation to implement their solution with their choice of software (eg. BEA WebLogic, IBM WebSphere, JBoss, etc).

The overall benefits of the new architecture are its flexibility and extensibility. It will allow CTL developers to provide a platform enabling new applications and services to be dropped into the architecture and to access coalition data available on the system. Without such an architectural framework, it would have become increasingly difficult to work with and manage the overall CTL system.
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